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Adopted from: Graziano and Raulin, 2004
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Chalmers I, Hedges LV, Cooper H:
“The foundation of science is the cumulation of

A brief history of research synthesis

knowledge from the results of many studies”

Evaluation & the Health Professions, 2002, 25: 12-37)

“Although the need to synthesize research evidence
has been recognized for well over two centuries,
explicit methods for this form of research were not
developed until the 20th century. The development of
methods to reduce statistical imprecision using
quantitative synthesis (meta-analysis) preceded the
development of methods to reduce biases, the latter
only beginning to receive proper attention during the
last quarter of the 20th century.”

“There are two steps to the cumulation of
knowledge: (1) the cumulation of results across
studies to establish facts, and (2) the formation of
theories to organize the facts into a coherent and
useful form.”

Hunter & Schmidt. 2004
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Information overload/explosion

Why Research Synthesis?

75 trials and 11 systematic reviews a day:
How will we ever keep up?

* Expanding volume of published literature
* Different or controversial results from
studies on the same topic

When Archie Cochrane reproached the medical
profession for not having critical summaries of all RCTs,
about 14 reports of trials were being published per day.
There are now 75 trials, and 11 systematic reviews of
trials, per day and a plateau in growth has not yet been
reached.

- insufficient statistical power
- possible biases in research
- diversity in study-level variables

Bastian H, Glasziou P, Chalmers I (2010) Seventy-Five Trials and Eleven
Systematic Reviews a Day: How Will We Ever Keep Up? PLoS Med 7(9):
e1000326. doi:10.1371/journal.pmed.1000326
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The term ‘meta-analysis’ was
coined by Glass in 1976
Glass GV. Primary, secondary, and meta-analysis of
research. Educational Researcher 1976, 10:3-8

“the analysis of analyses”
“the statistical analysis of a large
collection of analysis results from
individual studies for purposes of
integrating the findings”
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Weight in meta-analysis

Meta-analysis
To provide a weighted average, by
quantitatively combining results of
individual studies

Weight in meta-analysis: the contribution of the
individual studies to the summary statistic

Larger studies are given more
weight than smaller studies

To investigate heterogeneity across
studies:
- subgroup analysis
- meta-regression

- Sample size
- Inverse of variance
- Study validity

From traditional literature review to systematic review

Traditional literature review

Systematic review -definition
A review of a clearly formulated question
that uses systematic and explicit methods
to identify, select and critically appraise

- possible bias, errors
- inadequate use of available existing information

relevant research, and to collect and
analyse data from the studies that are
included in the review.

Systematic review
- reducing bias in research synthesis
- reducing statistical imprecision (meta-analysis)

Cochrane Reviewers’ Handbook 4.1.5
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Systematic review: main steps

Literature review, systematic review, meta-analysis

Review questions

Searching & selecting studies

Literature
review

Assessment of risk of bias

Extracting data from studies

Systematic
review
Metaanalysis

Data synthesis

Interpretation, reporting, ...
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Research synthesis in
medicine and health science

Using research synthesis:
• to answer the same research question
as in primary studies

• Evidence-based decision making and
practice

• to identify and, if possible, ‘answer new
questions with old data’

• Recommending or proposing further
research required
• Interpreting findings from new primary
studies
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Number of articles with the term
‘systematic review’ or ‘meta-analysis’ in title

From systematic review to alternative approaches

(a search of PubMed by 26-11-12)

Criticism of systematic review approach

25000

Aggregative rather than interpretive
Not very useful for complex body of evidence
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Alternative research synthesis approaches
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Realist review (Pawson 1997)
Meta-narrative approach (Greenhalgh 2005)
Critical interpretive synthesis (Dixon-Woods 2006)
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Research synthesis: main limitations
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Research synthesis process and
related methodological challenges
Review questions

- Depending on published literature,
and restricted by data reported

Searching & selecting studies

- Publication related bias
- Biased study selection

Assessment of risk of bias

- Invalid results from trials
- Misleading quality rating

Extracting data from studies

- Reporting bias
- Missing data

- Retrospective; bias may be introduced

Data synthesis

Interpretation, reporting, ...

- Heterogeneity, diversity
- Data pooling methods
- Subgroup analysis
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Publication Bias

Consequence of publication bias

The tendency to submit or accept
studies for publication based on the
direction or strength of the study
findings.

• Significant or “positive” results are more
likely to be published than non-significant
or “negative” results.

Related biases:
Outcome reporting bias
Language bias
Grey literature bias
Time lag bias

• It threatens the validity of research
synthesis

http://www.hta.ac.uk/fullmono/mon1408.pdf

PLoS Med. 2007 Jun;4(6):e215.
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Other methodological challenges

Diversity and heterogeneity
across primary studies

• Lack of directly relevant evidence
- Indirect or mixed treatment comparison
- Uncertain generalizability
- Surrogate or intermediate outcome measures

Random error (chance)
Variations in patients

• Overview of systematic reviews
(analysis of analyses of analyses?)

Variations in interventions

• Systematic reviewing

Different outcome measures

- observational studies
- qualitative research studies
- studies of diagnostic tests
- studies of complex healthcare interventions

Methodological & reporting quality
.....
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Some practical issues

Methodological research
on R.S. methods at MED

- Advanced information technology:
space limitation is no longer an excuse for inadequate
reporting

• Publication and related bias
• Indirect comparison of competing
interventions

- Increasing access to data from
primary studies

• Theory-orientated systematic reviews of
complex interventions

- Multiple systematic reviews of the
same primary studies

.....
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Thank you
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